SLUSH TRADE
THE BEST TRADING PLATFORM EVER

We strongly believe in performance-based affairs and understand that our
very success is tied to the success of our clients. Therefore, we’ve ensured
to lace our unique Auto Trading System with all the advanced features
that’ll help our clients gain consistent results in the form of higher prot
and ROI.

WELCOME ON BOARD
JOIN THE TRADE PLATFORM
Here at Slush Trade Ltd, our goal is to promote the nancial status of our clients
through our uncompromised nancial automated forex and binary software. Slush
Trade Ltd trading platform is an Award winning forex Automated trader, providing
trading services and nancial support for both retail and institutional clients through
its policy of providing the best trading signals, software’s and strategies for investors,
we offer both professionals and new beginners opportunity to invest and earn from
Forex and Binary options trade.

Slush Trade Ltd Trading platform has positioned itself as the forex guru of choice for
traders worldwide. One of the largest brands in the Global forex and BO automated
industry that has continued to develop dynamically. A distinguished reputation,
innovative approach and protable working condition are our main advantages and
this is why we are the choice of over one million clients.

EVER WONDERED IF THERE ARE ALWAYS LOSSES?
This has been a very big question that has got investors thinking. For the company, it will be a
fallacy to say that we win all trades 100%, but we don't go on to butter a lie, rather we open up
with all honesty via trading histories so that as a potential client you take a look yourself and
determine the percentage wins. If you are happy with that; it would be an honor.

The interesting thing about us is our insurance is worth over $3billion which protects initial
investments. If the market goes against trades, it only affects the prot returns. Also, the
company takes responsibility of any loss during this period.

Our online dashboard let you view your account performance and see how you're tracking
towards your goal, stay connected to your portfolio anywhere, anytime.

WHY CHOOSE SLUSH TRADE LTD
The world's latest blockchain-powered online business platform with token
investment & grow your business.

AUTOMATED SYSTEM
No nancial advisor? No experience trading crypto-currency? No worries. Our algorithm takes
away the guesswork and executes transactions automatically on your behalf.
SMART TRADING
Emotions and stress have a negative impact on trading. Our Automated platform allows you to
avoid that and gets the best option by analysing all data storage.
NO MORE MIDDLE MEN
Immediate funding without third-parties. Smart contracts autonomously perform funding –
collect and release payments.
PROTECTION FROM HACKING
On a decentralized platform, all user accounts are independent; if one account is hacked, this
won’t breach the security.
RELIABILITY
Slush Trade under the direction of Slush Pool Technology Co., LTD is located in United Kingdom
and is governed by the laws of United Kingdom.
AUTO TRADING 24/7
Our platform is always available to ensure that no market opportunity is lost. Let our platform work
for you!

HOW TO INVEST AND EARN

REGISTER
Click the Sign Up button on the home screen to register an account with Slush Trade.
Input your full name, username. a secured password, a veried email address and a
bitcoin wallet and click register.

MAKE A DEPOSIT
Log in to your user dashborad with your sign up details. Click on MAKE A DEPOSIT
and choose a plan. Copy the address and make a deposit with the saved amount.

WITHDRAW
After earnings, click the withdraw button on your user dashboard, input the
withdraw amount and submit. Your withdraw will be processed and sent
immediately to the provided address.

OUR BEST PRICING
Beginners, experienced or even veteran traders may benet from using our
automation software to make their trading decisions.
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CONTACT
WHATSAPP
+44 7424 848253
TELEGRAM
t.me/SlushTrade
E-MAIL
admin@slushtrade.com
OUR ADDRESS
41 Mount Pleasant Street, Coseley, Bliston, West
Midlands, WV14 9JR. England

